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Impact of DBR stacks

Figure S 1: Dependence of peak CE on the number of DBR stacks for (a) design A and (b) design B. 0 DBR

corresponds to a bare Si substrate. Inset shows the coupling spectrum for different DBR stacks.
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Field plot

Figure S 2: (a) The normalized scattered grating fields for CGA optimized, partially etched gratings of design A and

(b), fully etched gratings of design B. For comparison, the fiber mode field profile is also plotted.
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Coupling performances of alternative chirped combinations

Figure S 3: Coupling performances of all air-clad, partially etch grating designs of different SiN slab thickness. The

solid blue line legend is for a grating on a bare Si substrate and the red and black dashed lines are for 2 and 4 layered

DBR stacks respectively.
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Figure S 4: Coupling performances of all SiO2-clad fully etched grating designs. The plot legends being the same as

described above in Fig. S3.
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Effect of etch lag on coupling performance

The etch lag effect was analysed by implementing an etch ramp down function on the CGA opti-

mized designs. The ramp down is depicted in figure S5.

Figure S 5: Etch depth variation applied to CGA optimized gratings. The ramp down function was applied to a 50 nm

under-etch over the front-end 5 periods for design A and a 150 nm under-etch over the front-end 7 periods for design

B. These estimates are based on cross-sectional SEM images. Inset in each plot shows the optical index profile of the

simulated gratings.
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Figure S 6: Simulated coupling performance comparison of CGA optimized uniform etch gratings and those of non-

uniform etch profile with the ramp down function, at different periods.
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